In this overview paper, we review the basic princi-
For (z,t) in SE(j, n), we assume that U*(x,t;j,n) -
This is the Taylor polynomial of degree one within each element, and the expansion coefficients U_, etc., are the column matrices of unknown constants to be determined for each SE(j, n). F_ is the column matrix F (which is a function of U) evaluated with U=U_.
The expansion coefficients ,(U,_" n,_,,(F__)jn and (F,)7 in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) will be expressed as functions of the independent unknowns U7 and (U_)_. of the present scheme as follows:
Here (i) A_ is the Jacobian matrix
(which is a function of U) evaluated with U = U_, and (ii) Eqs. At this juncture, note that hereafter, the compo-U n nents of the column matrices
( z)j and (Ft)j, wall be denoted by (Um)_., (Um_)_., 
The edges _'B and
(iii) The edges _ and Z--ff of CE+(j,n) lie in SE(j + 1/2, n-1/2); (iv) The edges _ and _ of 
(Ux)j, Uj+I/2, and (Ux)j+l/2. Assuming that the unknowns at the mesh points (j-1/2, n-1/2) and (j+ 1/2, n-1/2) are given, the six components of U_ and (Ux)_ can be determined by the above six relations. It will be shown next how U_ and (Ux)_ can be determined from these relations without needing to solve any nonlinear algebraic equations.
Note that the space-time flux of h* leaving CE_(j, n) through A'D and that leaving CE+(j, n) through _ are evaluated using the same unknowns,
i.e., U)* and (Ux) 2. Thus, these two space-time fluxes are each the negative of the other. As a result, a combination of Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.8) imply that
where CE(j,n) (see Fig. 3 .3(c)) is the union of CE_(j, n) and CE+(j, n). Thus, the CE(j, n) are also conservation elements for the scheme. Here, as explained above, the fluxes of h_n leaving CE(j, n) through From the previous development, it can be deduced that the numerical scheme observes a global conservation condition that is a direct result of Eq. (3.9), i.e., for any space-time region that is the union of any combination of the CEs of the type depicted in The CE/SEscheme doesnot requirea flowgradientreconstruction strategy, forthe simple reason that the flow gradients arethemselves treatedas unknowns, andaredetermined, together with the flowsolution itself,fromthediscretized conservation equations, Eqs.(3.8)and(3.9).Nounnecessary assumption ofsmoothness ofthesolution between SEs is madein the Eulerisentropic-flow scheme, when calculating eithertheflowvariables or theflowgradients. Whileconventional finite-volume techniques alsoallowfor theflowvariables to bediscontinuous, by usingconservation to link cells, theydoassume continuity oftheflowwhen reconstructing thegradientandwhenusing upwindbiasing to calculate the interfacial fluxes. Contrarily, in theCE/SEscheme, nosuchassumptions arerequired, andconsequently nocomplex flux-limiterstrategy is needed. In some finite-element schemes, evenmoreconstraining assumptions ofsolution smoothness aremade; thesolution itselfis takento becontinuous between cells by choosing to place single-valued solution nodes on theinterfaces ofcells.
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3.4
The Shock-Capturing Scheme
The above marching scheme for isentropic flows can be expressed as (3.9).
The shock-capturing scheme is obtained by modifying Eq. (3.11). To proceed, let
i.e., (U')j_I/2 is a first-order Taylor's approximation of U at the point (j + 1/2, n). Thus,
is a central-difference approximation of U_ at the mesh point (j, n). In the shock-capturing scheme, Eq. (3.11) is replaced by The definition of the SE of any mesh point is similar to the definition of the SE of the point G _. Note that on the uniform structured mesh shown, the SEs and CEs at the whole integer time levels can be seen to be congruent to the SEs and CEs respectively at the o half integer time levels, by a rotation of 180 degrees about the time axis followed by spatial and temporal translations.
As depicted in Fig. 4 Flow of an ideal gas with specific-heat ratio 7 - is a mesh point on the right boundary, and (ii) In particular, as seen in Fig. 6 .1, the shock wave discontinuity is resolved almost within one mesh interval and the contact discontinuity is resolved in four mesh intervals. Fig. 6 .2 shows that by t = 0.4, the numerically computed shock wave has passed cleanly through the right boundary, with no spurious reflections. Similarly, Fig. 6 .3 shows that by t --0.6, the contact discontinuity has passed through the right boundary, while the expansion region has partially passed through the left boundary. Agreement with the exact solution continues to be excellent.
Convection-Diffusion Examples
The CE/SE computations described in this sub- showing the error scaled with the peak exact value at that time level. The maximum error magnitude is seen to be about 0.5% of the peak solution value.
At t-1 (not shown), when the peak solution value has dwindled to about 4 x 10 -5, the maximum error magnitude is about 0.15% of the peak solution value.
Boundary
Layer_ Re = 100. We next consider the problem defined for the convection-diffusion equation in the domain 0 < z < 1 and t > 0 by the
and (iii) u(z,0)
-z for 0 < z _< 1. The 'steady-state' or time-asymptotic limit of the solu-
The case a -1,/_ -0.01 (i.e. Re -100) is considered, which leads to a steady-state boundary layer at x -1. Uniform mesh intervals Az --0.0025 and At --0.002 are used, so that the Courant number is 0.8. Fig. 6 .5 shows the computed and exact steadystate limits, together with the error. The boundary layer is seen to be well resolved, with the maximum magnitude of the error being about 1% of the solution peak.
6.3
Unstable ZND Detonation Wave
The Piston Problems
We consider 1D and 2D ZND detonation wave problems. [54] . The shock wave is at 
Implosion/Explosion of Polygonal Shock
Waves in a Box
The 2-D CE/SE Euler solver has been used in [27] to solve a problem studied in [55] , concerning the implosion/explosion of a polygonal shock wave in a square box. In addition to the early stage of the implosion/explosion process, the later development of the process, which was not studied in [55] , is also simulated in [27] . The computation further demonstrates the robustness of the CE/SE Euler scheme in handling discontinuous flows.
A uniformly distributed 241x241 grid is utilized in the computational domain, which is a square defined by -2 < x < 2 and -2 < y < 2. The initial shock wave configuration is a polygon, the geometric center of which coincides with that of the square.
Inside the polygon is a low pressure region, with a pressure ratio of 10 across the shock. The radius of the circumscribed circle of the polygon is selected to be 0.8v/_ for all shapes of the polygon.
In the numerical scheme, the two parameters e and a are set to be 0.5 and 1 respectively, everywhere in the computational domain for all cases, and the maximum Courant number is always kept at a value of 0.9.
In one set of computations, the early flowfield is studied for polygonal shock waves with initial shapes of an equilateral triangle, a square, and a pentagon. The density contour plots at different time levels are shown in Fig. 6 In another computation, the implosion/explosion of a hexagonal shock wave is simulated until the reimplosion of the shock wave is observed in the box.
More complex flow phenomena can be seen in the density contour plots of Fig. 6 .9, including the reflections of shock waves, shock-shock interaction, and shock-contact surface interaction. It is interesting to note that the shape of the contact surface centered at the origin of the box remains unchanged even after the passage of shock waves.
6.6
Examples uo ----re , ur --O.
With the prescribed uo and ur, using the momentum and energy equations: dp pu_
where H0 is a predescribed total enthalpy, By sub- Asthepulsecollides with thestrongoblique shock, theshockis practically unaffected, whiletheacoustic pulse ringis distortedin its passage through the shock, dueto different speeds ofsound andflowvelocitiesoneithersideof theoblique shock.
In otherexamples described in [9] , [15] and[161, theinteractions of a strong(i.e.nonlinear) acoustic pulse, andof weakandstrongvorticalandentropy pulses with a strongshockwerecomputed.Currently, theCE/SEmethod isbeingapplied tobenchmarkproblems in CAA andto supersonic jet noise computations, andhasprovedto beexceptionally accurate.
utilizedin the computational domainspecified by 0<x_< 2, 0_<y < 2, and 0___ z < 2. The symmetry inherent in the problem is utilized, so that the initial shock wave configuration is an eighth of a sphere, whose geometric center is at x --y --z = 0 and whose radius is 0.8v/3. The interior of the sphere is a low pressure region with a pressure ratio of 10 across the shock. The density and pressure contour plots at different time levels obtained using a time step At --0.005 are shown in Fig. 6 .14. The shock wave, contact surface, and expansion wave in Wereproduced hereseveral numerical results obtainedwith variousCE/SEflow solvers.Theresultsincluded a demonstration of extremely simple yet highlyeffective non-reflecting boundary conditionsfor the extended Sod'sshock-tube problem. TheCE/SEsolver forthescalar convection-diffusion equation wasshown to be accurate in all Reynolds number regimes. TheCE/SEsolver forthe 1Dand 2D Eulerequations with sourcetermssimulating detonation wasalsoshown. Wereproduced numerical solutions obtained with the 2D CE/SEEuler solver, including theprocess ofdiffraction ofa shock wave around a wedge andtheimplosion/explosion of a polygonal shock, wave in a box,aswellascomputational aeroacoustic phenomena involving theinteractionof strongshocks andweakacoustics aswell as strongshocks andstrongvortices.Theresults reproduced hereareonlysomeofthedifficultproblemsreadilysolved with CE/SEschemes; see formoreexamples.
Weremarkherethat the CE/SEschemes developedthusfar arecharacterized by simplicity, generalityof applicabilityandsecond-order accuracy in space andtime. The Simplest possible stencils areemployed. The 2Dspatial meshis constructed fromtriangles, andthe3Dspatial mesh will beconstructed fromtetrahedra. Triangles andtetrahedra arethe simplest polytopes in 2D and3D, respectively.The1Dand2DEulersolvers beara remarkableresemblance to the solvers of the 1D and2D scalarconvection-diffusion equations, respectively, with the discrete equations in the formertwo beingmatrix versions of the scalarequations in the lattertwo. All of theabove schemes arecharacterizedbyvirtuallythesame properties. Furthermore, theviscous flowsolvers aredesigned toreduce tothe respective non-dissipative solvers whenthe physical viscosity vanishes. The CE/SEmethodthus represents a newunifiedframework for the numerical solution of conservation laws. .14 Implosion/explosion of a spherical shock wave at different time levels.
